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Final SPEIR for the 2013 Water Master Plan Update
March 27,2014 meetins

Dear Members of the Board:

This firm represents the Cleveland National Forest Foundation ("CNFF"),
which promotes sustainable regional land use planning in order to stem the tide of urban
encroachment into San Diego's backcountry. On behalf of CNFF, we submitted
comments on the Draft SPEIR for the 2013 Water Master Plan Update ("the project").
Our comments focused on the Draft SPEIR's failure to adequately analyze and mitigate
the growth inducing and climate change impacts of the project.
Rather than addressing our comments with improved analysis, the Final
SPEIR provides a list of excuses and claims of denied responsibility. Unfortunately, the
f,rnal product is a plan that over-emphasizes water supply from the North and the \Mest
(desalination) and underemphasizes water conservation. The end result is a business-asusual plan that will continue to enable local agencies to approve water-intensive sprawl
development.

This arid region simply cannot afford more business-as-usual when it
comes to water supplies. As explained by Dr. Jeff Masters of WeatherUnderþround,
California's lack of rain and its drought conditions have put the State in a precarious
position:
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for a state suffering through its worst winter
drought conditions in recorded history, and Sierra snow pack and reservoir
levels near record lows. This year's drought could well be a harbinger of
the future, as climate change is expected to cause increased water
availability problems in California. The state is going to have to hnd new
sources of water in the future to support its growing population. Where can
California find more water?" (March 18,2074)
"That's

a huge concern

The answer is deceptively simple. California can f,rnd more water
through conservation and smart land use planning. Unfortunately, the current plan
perpetuates the exact opposite approach.

I.

The Final SPEIR Fails to Respond.to Comments Regarding the Plan's
Growth Inducing Impacts.

The Final SPEIR denies any duty fo analyze the growth inducing impacts of
the plan. First, the document claims that growthis afait accompli because the growth
projections are provided by SANDAG. This argument is, of course, completely circular.
The tail does not wag the dog; growth cannot occur without a reliable water supply.
Second, the Final SPEIR points to the Water Authority's lack of land use
authority as an excuse for its failure to analyze growth inducing impacts. Wrong again.
The CEQA Guidelines expressly require an analysis of growth inducing impacts of
projects "that would remove obstacles to population growth." Guidelines $ 15126.2(d).
The Guidelines recognize that many such projects would be approved by agencies
without land use authority, and provide the example of a "a major expansion of a
wastewater treatment plant." Id.

Moreover, no state or federal case has held that agencies without land use
authority get a pass at analyzing growth inducing impacts. The document's reliance on
City of Davisv. Coleman(9thCir.1975) 521F.2d661,676 onlyproves CNFF'spoint. In
that case, the court rejected the Federal Highway Administration's argument that it did
not have to analyze the growth inducing impacts of a highway interchange project.
Obviously, the FHA does not have land use authority, but the appellate court found that
fact irrelevant.
The SPEIR's final excuse similarly fails to hold water. As we stated in our
comments on the Draft SPEIR, the document must analyze the project's growth inducing
impacts on large-scale sprawl development proposals such as Accretive/Lilac Hills
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(1,746 units), Castlerock (430 units), and the Forest Conservation Initiative General Plan
amendment (upzones to accommodate 2,893 units under Staff Recommendation). The
Final SPEIR denies any duty to conduct this analysis because these projects were
proposed prior to the release of the Master Plan and require General Plan amendments.
Again, the document misses the point. While developers may propose all sorts of waterintensive sprawl, these projects may not be approvedwithout a verified source of water
supply. ,See SB 610 and SB 221. The Master Plan thus induces growth because it enables
these projects-many of which require upzoning-to be approved.

il.

The Final SPEIR Fails to Adequately Analyze and Mitigate Greenhouse Gas
Emissions.

The EIR's climate change analysis is deeply flawed and utterly misleading.
As explained in comments by CNFF and a host of other local environmental
organizations-such as the San Diego Bay Council, Surfrider Foundation, CERF, San
Diego Coastkeeper, Environmental Health Coalition, Sierra Club, San Diego Audubon
and San Diego 350.org-the Climate Action Plan fails to account for all GHG emissions
of the project. As these groups explained, the CAP completely ignores the 40 MW of
energy (arid resulting GHG emissions) required to operate the Carlsbad Desalination
Plant. Nor did the CAP consider the massive embedded energy required to transport
water supplies from the North.
The Final SPEIR excuses these shortcomings on the grounds that it does
not own or operate the Carlsbad plant. It further claims that it followed "protocol" in
ignoring embedded energy requirements. The EIR asserts that the Water Authority is an
agency with limited jurisdiction and authority to control emissions, explaining that
emissions from activities over which the Water Authority has no financial or operational
control were not included in the CAP. FEIR at RTC-1. These excuses conveniently allow
the Water Authority to avoid adopting enforceable mitigation measures to reduce climate
impacts.
The document's excuses fall apart on close inspection. Despite the EIR's
misleading statements, the Carlsbad plant is not privately owned. It is a "public-private
partnership" frnanced by San Diego ratepayers. Consider the following:
o

The Water Authority is under contract to purchase between 48,000
to 56,000 acre-feet of water from Poseidon each year.

o

The'Water Authority must pay above-market rates for that water.
SH
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o

See

The Water Authority holds an option to purchase the Carlsbad plant
for $1 after 10 years.

Exhibit l, "Carlsbad, Unsalted", ENR, October 21128,2013

The Water Authority claims that its decision to ignore the Carlsbad plant is
sanctioned by the Local Government Operations Protocol. It is mistaken. Not only does
the Water Authority have substantial f,rnancial control over the joint-venture project, it
has operational control as well. For example, according to the ENR article, the Water
Authority has accepted all pipeline operating risk, and shares operating margin risk and
electricity cost risks with Poseidon. Id. at35.In addition, the Authority likely played an
instrumental role in establishing the plant's health, safety and environmental policies,
further demonstrating its operational control. As the Protocol makes clear, operational
control does not mean that a local government necessarily has authority to make all
decisions concerning an operation. Exhibit 2, Protocol at 15. Finally, the Protocol
explains that local governments should include emissions sources related to its operations
even when they do not have financial or operational control. Protocol at25,122. Evenif
reporting emissions is optional for local governments - and here there is no evidence it is
- the Protocol states that doing so provides an opportunity for innovation in GHG
management.Id. This approach is consistent with CEQA's mandate to afford the fullest
protection to the environment. Friends of Mammothv. Board of Supervisors, S Cal.3d
247 (1972); Guidelines $ 15003(f).
The EIR also fails to consider adequate mitigation for the project's GHG
emissions. The CAP identif,res additional Energy Conservation Opportunities (ECOs),
such as lighting retrofits, pump upgrades, and solar PV installation. But the EIR refuses
to recommend adoption of these local reduction opportunities as enforceable mitigation
measures because they are "still under discussion." Draft SPEIR at3.7-12. The EIR also
completely overlooks the mitigation potential of water conservation to counteract the
climate impacts of the Plan. Had the EIR properly counted all indirect impacts of the
project-including the Carlsbad plant and the embedded energy requirements of
transporting water from the North-it would have had no choice but to recommend
adoption of these feasible measures.

In fact, the 'Water Authority has taken a loungechair approach to GHG
mitigation. The CAP and the EIR rely almost exclusively on the state's Low Carbon Fuel
Standard and its Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard. The Authority has committed to
doing nothing to reduce its climate impacts; it will just sit back and hope that the state
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standards do the work. CNFF joins in CERF's comments on this issue, to which the FEIR
provides no meaningful response.
The Final SPEIR fails to adequately respond to our comment that the
horizon year of analysis should be 2050, consistent with climate science and State policy,
not 2035. The Plan's emissions-even without emissions related to the Carlsbad plant
and embedded energy-are on a collision course with GHG emissions targets after year
2035.It simply misleads to the public to conclude that impacts from this business-as'
usual plan will be less than significant.

UI.

Conclusion

In sum, CNFF urges the Water Authority to further consideration of the
project until it abandons business-as-usual approach, and prepares an EIR that fully
complies with CEQA.
Very truly yours,
SHUTE, MIFIALY & WEINBERGER LLP

Catherine C
572816.2
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SUPREME COURT HEARS ‘VENUE’ CASE
NATURAL-GAS SECTOR BOOSTS RAIL WORK
WISCONSIN DOT UNVEILS FIX FOR SAGGING SPAN

Engineering News-Record
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NEW PONTOONS FLOAT OUT NEAR SEAITLE

OPES:’
ALL EYES ARE ON THE PUBLIC-PRIVATE EFFORT TO
BUILD THE LARGEST SEAWATER DESALINATION
PLANT IN THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE (P. 32)
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CARLSBAD,
UN

New seawater desalination plant has potential to
build on growing momentum for desal in U.S.
By Pam Hunter and Neal Sandier
any hopes are riding on the new $1 -billion,
54-million-gallon-a-day seawater desalina
tion plant and pipeline in Carlsbad, Calif. If
successful, the project, made possible
through one of the first public-private part
of
nerships its kind in the U.S., could serve as a model
for other projects around the country.
If the project falters, however, the growing momen
tum for similar U.S. seawater desalination projects
could face a reversal, industry observers say.
“It is being watched closely right now,” says Peter
MacLaggan, senior vice president of Poseidon Water,
the Boston company that is partnering with the San
Diego Water Authority to fund and build the project.
“If we were to stub our toe and come out of the shoe
with a plant that is not performing well, iti going to
be a major setback” for desalination projects in the
U.S., he says. Nevertheless, “We’re very confident that
this project will be a model when it’s completed.”
Seawater desalination has been long accepted as a
way to increase freshwater supplies in arid nations,
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SEAWATER LINE
Pieces of a 72-in.-dia
fiberglass-reinforced
pipe for pumping In
raw seawater are
put In place, then
prepped for testing
at the Carlsbad
project.
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such as Australia, Israel and the U.A.E., and in coun
tries with limited sources of drinking water, such as
Singapore. Worldwide, there are some 14,754 desali
nation plants in operation, producing about 17.2
billion gallons a day, according to IDE Technologies
Ltd., a leading designer of desalination plants.
But in the U.S., the use of desalination has been
limited by higher costs and concerns over excessive
energy consumption. Population growth and drought
associated with climate change may alter that, however,
as municipalities grapple with the need for more
sources of clean drinking water.
“The U.S. has been blessed compared to many

other parts of the world in that [it has] had a lot of
other [freshwater] supplies that were less expensive to
provide to the public,” says Rudy Truby, the Interna
tional Desalination Association’s comptroller. “What’s
happening now is, as population has grown, many of
the high-growth places in California, Texas and
Florida, where there isn’t an excess of surface water or
well water are having to turn to the sea.”
Jujung Chang, director ofwater technologies at Los
Angeles-based AECOM and formerly at Omaha, Neb.
based HDR, adds that, as the cost of reverse-osmosis
membranes has declined with continuing technology
advancements, interest in desalination and other
...

The U.S.
market
has huge
potential
for desal,
but, until
Carlsbad
is operating,
growth is
likelyto
be modest.
Avshalom Felber,
CEO, IDE
Technologies,
Israel

reverse-osmosis processes has increased in the U.S.
Most of that price drop, due to technology advance
ments, already has reached its lowest point, “even
though [overall] costs are [still] reducing as we speak,”
he says.
The Carlsbad plant, when completed by the end of
2015, would be the largest reverse-osmosis seawater
desal plant in the Western Hemisphere and the second
sizable reverse-osmosis desalination project to be built
in the U.S.
The first—a 25-mgd plant built in Apollo Beach,
Fla., in 2008—was plagued by difficulties, including
years of construction delays, the bankruptcy of several
enr.com October 21/28, 2013
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site through
San Diego’s water system. The other, heavily concentrated brine will be diluted with seawater before it exits the powerplant
its cooling pond.

ANATOMY OF A PLANT Raw seawater will receive two stages ofpretreatment before it goes through a reverse-osmosis
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original developers and contractors, and an initial
failure to operate as expected. Utility Tampa Bay
Water subsequently sued many of the parties involved.
After beginning operations nearly four years behind
schedule, the plant now is functioning as planned,
providing about 10% of the region’s annual water sup
ply, says Tampa Bay Water.
To oversee the building of the plant, Poseidon
Resources, the parent company of Poseidon Water,
was part of the original team led by contractor Stone
& Webster, which filed for bankruptcy in 2000 and
later was bought by The Shaw Group. Then, Covanta
Tampa Construction, a now-bankrupt unit of Covanta
Energy, was hired to execute the project but soon ran
into performance problems.
A ‘Perfect Storm’
But both the San Diego Water Authority and
MacLaggan say the Carlsbad project will have a dif
ferent outcome.
MacLaggan blames many of Tampa Bay Water’s
troubles on a “perfect storm” encountered by Covanta
Construction, “all unrelated to the desal project, but
[which] took [a] toll on its performance.”
Nevertheless, the water authority is going all in on
the project. In a water purchase agreement reached after
years of haggling, Poseidon agreed to bear all construc
tion risks and all operational risks for the first 10 years.
ENR
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TOTAL
PROJECT
COSTS
(in 2012 dollars)

537
Total desalination
plant

159ML.
Total conveyance
pipeline

1227M1L.
Financing costs

8O

Water-authority
improvements
and oversight

1.OO3EL
Total capital costs
DWATffi
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Seawater Supply

Discharge Pipe
(Concentrated seawater)

Sandy Ken, San Diego Water Authority deputy
general manager, says, “Poseidon has 100% of respon
sibility for constructing the facility and making sure it
operates. The water authority does not pay a dime
unless water is delivered and delivered at the standard
that we have set out in the water purchase agreement.”
In exchange, the water authority will pay a slightly
higher price for the water it purchases from Poseidon,
paying between $1,849 and $2,064 per acre-foot in
2012 dollars, depending on how much is purchased
annually. The water authority will purchase between
48,000 and 56,000 acre-ft of water from Poseidon
each year.
Although that price is higher than the current cost
water from the Metropolitan Water District
import
to
the water authority made the
Angeles,
Los
in
time, the costs of a stable,
over
that,
calculation
source would be cheaper
water
local
f
drought-proo
plant will provide
desalination
The
than importation.
its water supply
of
10%
to
7%
about
with
the. agency
produced water
locally
of
all
third
about
a
in 2020 and
has the
authority
water
The
County.
in San Diego
years.
after
10
plant
for
$1
the
option to purchase
Another negotiation point was to ensure the right
team was working on the project, says Bob Yamada,
water-authority resources manager. He notes, “One
lesson learned from the Tampa experience was, we
wanted to be engaged and have a say-so in the contrac

PROJECT RISK ALLOCATION
POSEIDON

tor selection.” Yamada terms as top-notch the selected
joint-venture team of Omaha-based Kiewit and Wal
nut, Calif.-basedJ.F. Shea as contractor and the San
Diego arm of Israel-based IDE Technologies as de
signer of the reverse-osmosis (RO) system.
IDE has built about 400 desalination plants globally
and will operate and maintain the Carlsbad plant for
30 years. In Israel, the company just brought on line a
1 50-million-cu-meter-per-year plant that is the largest
of its kind in the world. “In Tampa, they selected a
contractor doing its first [desalination] plant that ran
into difficulties that [the contractor] could not easily
deal with, and IDE won’t have those kinds of prob
lems,” the desalination association’s Truby 6bserves.
Plant Design
The desalination plant, co-located with the Encina
gas-fired power station, will draw seawater flowing into
a 66-acre portion of the Agua Hediodna Lagoon that
the powerplant uses for cooling. An intake structure
will divert 104 mgd of the 304 mgd of cooling water
from the powerplant’s discharge channel.
About 50 mgd of the diverted seawater will go
through anthracite and micro-screen pretreatment,
which will extract salt using RO-membrane separation,
with 8-in, membranes. The plant will store that 50
mgd of water in an on-site reservoir before pumping
it to the water authority’s drinking-water system for
further treatment and distribution.
Another 54-mgd stream emerging from the RO
system will be a brine with twice the salinity of the
ocean. It then will be diluted in the powerplant
discharge channel for blending with the remaining
cooling water before ocean discharge.
The desalination project will require the water
authority to spend about $80 million in related

WATER
AUTHORITY

CONSTRUCTION RISK That facility is not completed on time,

on cost and according to design standards.

PERMITTING RISK That current permit and environmental
mitigation requirements increase.
CHANGE IN LAW RISK That future unanticipated laws or

regulations increase operating costs.

TECHNOLOGY RISK That the plant technology does not
perform as expected.

OUTPUT RISK That the plant produces less than the projected
volume of water.
OPERATING MARGIN RISK That the price of water is not

adequate to generate enough revenue to pay expenditures or
may increase more than expected.

IBudget

rapt

Subject to CPII

PIPELINE OPERATING RISK That the pipeline connecting the

plant to the regional aqueduct system and appurtenant facili
ties transport acceptable water to water-authority wholesale
customers.
ELECTRICITY That the cost of electricity is accounted for in
the water price.

(Pricel

ICcnsumptianl

SOURCE POSEIDON WATER

construction, Yamada notes. Those jobs include relin
ing a 5-mile-long section of a pipeline to accommodate
higher pressures from the plant and modifying the
Twin Oaks Valley water treatment plant to blend
desalinated water with existing supplies.

INNOVATIONS
IDE’s new 150mom desal plant
near Tel Aviv uses
larger membranes
than are typically
used and no
chemicals during
pretreatment.

A Known Quantity
The RO system will be using proven technologies in
place at its existing plants even though the firm has
introduced significant innovations, notes IDE CEO
Avshalom Felber.
“Tampa has led to a big trauma, and the consultants
and clients were very cautious about the project
design,” Felber says. The Carlsbad team visited IDE’s
opetating plants in Ashkelon and Hadera, both in
Israel, and one in Cyprus. Instead of using 8-in.
membranes, the newest plant at Sorek, near Tel Aviv,
is using 16-in, membranes, Felber says, which increases
water output and reduces energy use. The plant began
operation this summer and uses no chemicals in the
pretreatment stage, he says.
Felber says the firm’s R&D efforts have reduced
energy consumption by over 15% “through unique
‘Wr
design and technology we’ve developed.”
The Carlsbad plant will incorporate green elements
to achieve carbon-neutral status. One feature is a
device from Energy Recovery Inc., San Leandro,
Calif., that recycles pressurized water energy from the
RO trains. Poseidon claims the device will reduce the
desalination-process energy footprint by 45%. The
plant itself also will have rooftop solar panels to pro
duce about 1 MW of energy, displacing load that nor
mally would be bought off the grid. Providing a local
source of drinking water, instead of importing it, will
provide additional energy savings, MacLaggan says.
enr.com
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Legal Challenges
Although the authority touts the project’s overwhelm
ing public support, some local environmental groups
have raised concerns over its location and design.
“Trying to use ocean desalination as your first choice
for resolving scarcity concerns takes all the investment
money that could be spent on more economical and
environmentally sound alternatives,” saysJoe Geever,
water-resources manager with Surfrider Foundation,
which filed 14 lawsuits during the permitting process.
All were dismissed or rejected, the last by a federal
appeals court in November 2012.
Geever says the group’s argument was undermined
because Poseidon obtained temporary, rather than
long-term, permits for the plant’s life expectancy He
adds that, by 2017, the Encina powerplant will no
longer be able to use seawater for cooling under new
California regulations.
Poseidon says it and the water authority have ac
counted for that eventuality in the water purchase
agreement. The developer will upgrade the existing
seawater intake and assume responsibility for dredging
the lagoon. The authority’s financial obligation is
capped at $20 million for capital costs and $2.5 million
for operating costs in 2010 dollars.
Even so, the state is weighing an amendment to its
Water Pollution Control Act that would relate
specifically to desal plants. The state’s water control
board says it will rely on recommendations of experts
that have been studying the environmental effects of
desalination to develop more compatible plant designs.
Claims Geever, “In those expert-panel reports and
36
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IN THE TRENCH
Crews are using
open trenching to
build a 10-mile,
54-in.-dia pipeline
to connect the desal
plant to the San
Diego water
system’s aqueduct.

“The water
authority
does not
paya dime
unless water
is delivered
and delivered
at the
standard
that we
have setout
in the water
purchase
agreement.”
Sandy Ken,
deputy general
manager,
San Diego Water
Authority
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recommendations, if you look at what they are recom
mending and what Poseidon is planning, they’re not
consistent.”
The Carlsbad plant construction, which began in
December, is now about 9% complete, with nearly all
early demolition and site remediation work finished,
says Tonyjoyce, Kiewit-Shea project manager. The
joint venture also is building a 10-mile, 54-in.-dia
conveyance pipeline to connect to the existing
aqueduct pipeline system.
Workers now are installing supporting infrastruc
ture and rows of pretreatment cells and, using mostly
open trenches, pipeline portions.
Other desal projects are in the works. Poseidon is
obtaining permits for a 50-mgd plant in Huntington
Beach, Calif., and the water authority is considering
expanding to 150 mgd a 50-mgd facility at the Camp
Pendleton Marine Corps base, says Yamada. The
agency now is evaluating costs and feasibility.
Carlsbad participants and desalination advocates
see the project as a workable solution. “We see our
biggest potential in the next few years in China, India,
Australia and Chile,” says Felber, “The global financial
crisis has led to a decline in projects in recent years,
but this is starting to change.”
Felber says the U.S. market has huge potential,
including Texas and even Florida, but growth is likely
to be modest, at least until Carlsbad is operating.
The global desalination association’s Truby agrees,
saying, “Poseidon has assembled a very good, experi
enced team that has a track record, and that’s going to
be a very big factor in making this plant a success.”
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Local Government Operations Protocol
For the quantification and reporting of greenhouse
gas emissions inventories

Version 1.1
May 2010

Developed in partnership and adopted by:
California Air Resources Board
California Climate Action Registry
ICLEI - Local Governments for Sustainability
The Climate Registry

Local Government Operations Protocol

May 2010

PART I Introduction
Background
In response to a scientific consensus linking greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from human activities to
global climate change1, many local governments are looking inwards to identify opportunities to reduce
GHG emissions not only from their communities, but also within their own operations. Local governments
can inventory the emissions from their operations in order to track their performance and ensure that
their actions reduce GHG emissions. This GHG inventory is the foundation of actions to address climate
change. Complete, consistent and accurate measurement enables local governments to assess their risks
and opportunities, track their progress, and create a strategy to reduce emissions in a quantifiable and
transparent way.
The Local Government Operations Protocol (Protocol) is designed to provide a standardized set of
guidelines to assist local governments in quantifying and reporting GHG emissions associated with their
government operations.
The Protocol was developed in partnership by the California Air Resources Board (ARB), California Climate
Action Registry (CCAR), and ICLEI - Local Governments for Sustainability (ICLEI), in collaboration with
The Climate Registry and dozens of stakeholders. Through this Protocol, the partners have sought to
enable local governments to measure and report GHG emissions associated with government operations
in a harmonized fashion. The Protocol facilitates the standardized and rigorous inventorying of GHG
emissions, which can help track emissions reduction progress over time and in comparison to GHG
reduction targets.
The Protocol provides the principles, approach, methodology, and procedures needed to develop a local
government operations GHG emissions inventory. It is designed to support the complete, transparent,
and accurate reporting of a local government's GHG emissions. The Protocol guides participants through
emissions calculation methodologies and reporting guidance applicable to all U.S. local governments.

Purpose
The purpose of the Local Government Operations Protocol is to:
•

•
•
•
•

Enable local governments to develop emissions inventories following internationally recognized GHG
accounting and reporting principles defined below with attention to the unique context of local
government operations;
Advance the consistent, comparable and relevant quantification of emissions and appropriate,
transparent, and policy-relevant reporting of emissions;
Enable measurement towards climate goals;
Promote understanding of the role of local government operations in combating climate change; and
Help to create harmonization between GHG inventories developed and reported to multiple programs.

The Protocol is a tool for accounting and reporting GHG emissions across a local government's
operations. Reductions in emissions are calculated by comparing changes in a local government's
emissions over time. By tracking emissions over time, local governments should be able to measure the
GHG reduction benefits from policies and programs put in place to reduce emissions within their
operations.

See Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, The Physical Science Basis, Fourth Assessment,
Working Group I Report, 2007.
1
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The Protocol is not designed for quantifying the reductions from GHG mitigation projects that will be used
as offsets. Offsets are discrete GHG reductions used to compensate for (i.e., offset) GHG emissions
elsewhere. Offsets are calculated relative to a baseline that represents a hypothetical scenario for what
emissions would have been in the absence of the project.2
Project based GHG reductions that are to be used as offsets should be quantified using a project
quantification method that addresses issues like baseline scenario, additionality, permanence and
ownership. This Protocol does not address such issues and is not suitable for calculating reductions to be
used as offsets in a voluntary or mandatory GHG reduction system.
Furthermore, the Protocol does not include guidance on how to quantify carbon stocks (or "sinks").
Biological stocks of carbon and estimations of project-specific GHG reductions may be reported optionally.

Benefits of a Developing a GHG Inventory
The benefits of developing a GHG inventory are numerous and varied, and include:
Risk Management. Voluntarily reporting GHG emissions may help local governments manage climate
risk by documenting early actions to reduce GHG emissions. Such information may be accepted by future
state, federal or international regulatory GHG programs.
Addressing Inefficiencies. Accounting for emissions has helped many organizations gain better
insights into the relationship between improving efficiency (reducing factor inputs and waste) and
reducing emissions. As a result, organizations have redesigned business operations and processes,
implemented technological innovations, improved products and services, and ultimately saved money and
resources.
Readiness for a Carbon Constrained Future. Identifying emissions sources to develop a GHG profile
and management strategies may help local governments prepare for and respond to the potential impact
of new regulations.
Recognition as an Environmental Leader. Voluntarily reporting GHG emissions provides local
governments with a pathway to recognize, publicize, and promote their environmental stewardship.
Stakeholder Education. Assembling an annual GHG emissions inventory can help inform management,
constituents, employees, and the public about a local government's GHG emissions profile.

Background on the Partners
The California Air Resources Board
The California Air Resources Board is the State agency responsible for protecting public health and the
environment from the harmful effects of air pollution. The ARB is also the lead agency implementing the
State of California's pioneering efforts to reduce GHG emissions. The landmark legislation known as AB
32, The Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006, requires reducing greenhouse gas emissions to 1990
levels by 2020.
Development of local government greenhouse gas emissions inventory protocols are an integral tool in
ARB's implementation of AB 32. ARB staff is partnering with the California Climate Action Registry, The
Climate Registry, and ICLEI to develop local government protocols for GHG assessment.
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WRI/WBCSD GHG Protocol Corporate Standard, March 2004.
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More information is available at www.arb.ca.gov/cc/protocols/localgov/localgov.htm.
The California Climate Action Registry
The California Climate Action Registry is the predecessor organization and legacy program of the Climate
Action Reserve. It was created as a not-for-profit corporation by the State of California in 2000 to
encourage and ensure recognition of early voluntary actions to manage and reduce GHG emissions.
Through this mandate, the California Registry established protocols to guide emission inventories and
created an online tool, the Climate Action Registry Reporting Online Tool (CARROT), to serve as a central
database for emissions reports.
California Registry members voluntarily measure, verify, and publicly report their GHG emissions, are
leaders in their respective industry sectors, and are actively participating in solving the challenge of
climate change. In turn, the State of California offers its best efforts to ensure that California Registry
members receive appropriate consideration for early actions in light of future state, federal or
international GHG regulatory programs. California Registry members are well prepared to participate in
market based solutions and upcoming regulatory requirements.
More information is available at www .climateregistry.org.
ICLEI - Local Governments for Sustainability
Founded in 1990, ICLEI - Local Governments for Sustainability is an association of city and county
governments dedicated to improving global environmental conditions through cumulative local action.
Through its campaigns, ICLEI generates political awareness of key environmental issues, provides
technical assistance and training to build capacity in local governments to address these issues and
evaluates their progress toward sustainable development.
ICLEI assists local governments in their efforts to reduce the GHG emissions that contribute to both
global climate change and declining air quality. To this end, ICLEI provides local governments with
analytical tools and methods to measure emissions so that they can set and achieve their emission
reduction goals. ICLEI encourages action by focusing on improvement to the quality of life for the entire
community by reducing greenhouse gas emissions (i.e. improving air quality, reducing traffic congestion
and achieving financial savings for residents and businesses).
More information is available at www.iclei-usa.org.
The Climate Registry
Established in 2007, The Climate Registry sets consistent and transparent standards for the
measurement, verification, and public reporting of greenhouse gas emissions throughout North America
in a single unified registry. The Climate Registry is a non-profit organization that supports both voluntary
and mandatory reporting programs, provides meaningful information to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, and embodies the highest levels of environmental integrity.
More information is available at www.theclimateregistry.org.

Partner Objectives
In addition to achieving the general purpose of the Protocol described above, each partner has additional
objectives:
The California Air Resources Board intends to provide this Protocol to enable local governments in
California to develop and report consistent and accurate GHG inventories that can track reductions in
overall GHG emissions to support the State's AB 32 program and goals.
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The California Climate Action Registry intends for this Protocol to provide "sector-specific" guidance for
CCAR's local government members to enable more policy-relevant quantification and reporting of GHG
emission inventories.
ICLEI seeks to offer standardized guidance to all local governments in the U.S. (including but not limited
to ICLEI members) on the development of GHG emissions inventories. This Protocol effectively serves as
the translation of ICLEI's International Local Government Greenhouse Gas Protocol for use in developing
local government operations emissions inventories in the U.S.
The Climate Registry adopted this protocol in 2009 for use by its local government reporters. Local
Government Members of The Climate Registry will be required to report according to this protocol
beginning with 2010 emissions.
California Local Governments and AB 32
The State of California believes that local governments have an important role to play in the
State's efforts to meet its GHG reduction goals under AB 32. ARB is dedicated to providing
California's local governments with the tools and guidance they need to help California meet its
reduction goals.
ARB is partnering in this process in order to give California's local governments a powerful tool
that will allow them to take a critical first step in addressing their GHG emissions - developing a
comprehensive, rigorous GHG emissions inventory.
ARB encourages California's local governments to use this Protocol to annually inventory and
report their GHG emissions so that reductions made by local governments are tracked in a
transparent, consistent and accurate manner.

Protocol Audience
This Protocol has been developed for use by local governments throughout the United States, with future
application by local governments in Canada and Mexico. Components of this Protocol may also be
applicable to state and provincial agencies, quasi-governmental agencies, service districts, special districts
and other local agencies in the act of developing similar GHG emissions inventories. For those elements
of the Protocol applicable to special districts, they are encouraged to use this Protocol.
Given the wide diversity of local and state agency activities, these agencies may in some cases need to
supplement guidance contained in this Protocol with additional guidance from other sources to ensure
measurement and reporting in alignment with the guiding principles outlined above. Accounting for all
possible variations and special circumstances that might occur within these other agencies and districts,
falls outside the scope of this Protocol.

Protocol Origin
This Protocol is based on the Greenhouse Gas Protocol: A Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard,
developed by the World Business Council for Sustainable Development and the World Resources Institute
(WRI/WBCSD) through a multi-stakeholder effort to develop a standardized approach to the voluntary
reporting of GHG emissions. Perceiving a need for additional guidance to local governments on applying
the Greenhouse Gas Protocol within the context of local government operations inventory efforts, the
partners chose to collaborate in developing this Local Government Operations Protocol. The partners
have drawn upon their combined experience in GHG protocol development and assistance to local
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governments in measuring and reporting GHG emissions, as well as the experience of a wide variety of
stakeholders that have participated in the development of this Protocol via participation in a Technical
Workgroup or Advisory Group to the development process. This resulting Protocol serves as a shared
standard enabling consistency and harmonized reporting by all local governments.
The partners have also drawn from the following existing GHG programs and protocols in the
development of this Protocol:
California Air Resources Board, Regulation for the Mandatory Reporting of Greenhouse Gas Emissions
(2009).
California Air Resources Board, California Greenhouse Gas Inventory (2000-2006).
California Climate Action Registry, General Reporting Protocol and various industry-specific protocols.
ICLEI - Local Governments for Sustainability, International Local Government GHG Emissions Analysis
Protocol.
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 14064-1, Specification wtth guidance at the
organization level for quantification and reporting of greenhouse gas emissions and removals.
The Climate Registry, General Reporting Protocol.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Climate Leaders Greenhouse Gas Inventory Guidance.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks: 19902007 (2009).

Protocol Structure
The Protocol is meant to be a "program neutral" guidance document available for use by any local
government engaging in a GHG inventory exercise. It brings together GHG inventory guidance from a
number of existing programs, namely the guidance provided by ICLEI to its Cities for Climate Protection
campaign members over the last 15 years, the guidance provided by CCAR and The Climate Registry
through their General Reporting Protocols, and the guidance from ARB's mandatory GHG reporting
regulation under AB 32.
If a local government is a member of ICLEI, CCAR, The Climate Registry or has a facility that is part of
mandatory reporting under AB 32, it is subject to program-specific requirements in addition to the
general guidance embodied in the Protocol. These local governments should refer to Appendices A-D to
ensure their inventories are being prepared in accordance with program-specific requirements. This
structure allows all U.S. local governments, regardless of program affiliation, to utilize a single guidance
document when developing GHG emissions inventories.

Evolution and Availability of the Protocol
This Protocol is intended to reflect best practices associated with GHG accounting and will continue to
evolve periodically as new science or technical knowledge becomes available. Version 1.0 was adopted by
ARB, CCAR and ICLEI in 2008. The Climate Registry adopted Version 1.0 in 2009 and also updated
Appendix D to reflect changes in their program at that time. Version 1.1 was released in May 2010. The
most current version of this Protocol will be maintained on the websites of each of the partner
organizations.
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Under the operational control approach, a local government accounts for 100 percent of emissions from
operations over which it has operational control. It should be emphasized that having operational control
does not mean that a local government necessarily has authority to make all decisions concerning an
operation. For example, big capital investments will likely require the approval of all the partners that
have joint financial control.

3.1.2

Financial Control

This approach is consistent with international financial accounting standards; therefore, a local
government has financial control over an operation for GHG accounting purposes if the operation is fully
consolidated in financial accounts.4 One or more of the following conditions establishes financial control:
•

Wholly owning an operation, facility, or source;

•

Considering an operation to be, for the purposes of financial accounting, a group company or
subsidiary, and consolidating its financial accounts in your organization's financial statements;

•

Governing the financial policies of a joint venture under a statute, agreement or contract; or

•

Retaining the rights to the majority of the economic benefits and/or financial risks from an operation
or facility that is part of a joint venture or partnership (incorporated or unincorporated), however
these rights are conveyed. These rights may be evident through the traditional conveyance of equity
interest or working/participating interest or through nontraditional arrangements. The latter could
include your organization casting the majority of votes at a meeting of the board of directors or
having the right to appoint/remove a majority of the members of the board in the case of an
incorporated joint venture.

Under this control approach, the economic substance of the relationship between the local government
and the operation takes precedence over the legal ownership status, so that the local government may
have financial control over the operation even if it has less than a 50 percent interest in that operation. In
assessing the economic substance of the relationship, the impact of potential voting rights, including both
those held by the local government and those held by other parties, is also taken into account.
If this approach is chosen to determine control, emissions from joint ventures where partners have joint
financial control are accounted for proportionally based on each partner's interest in the joint venture's
income, expenses, assets and liabilities.
Note that while financial control is one condition used to prove operational control, operational control
does not prove financial control. Also, having financial control does not automatically mean that the local
government retains operational control. There are situations where a local government owns an asset
(e.g. a transit fleet), but does not maintain operational control of that asset (e.g. if the transit fleet's
operations and maintenance is contracted out). Thus, the control approach chosen by that local
government would determine whether or not the asset falls within its organizational boundary (e.g.
emissions from transit fleet included under financial control and not included under operational control).

3.1.3

Joint Control

Sometimes a local government can have joint financial control over an operation, but not operational
control. In such cases, the local government would need to look at the contractual arrangements to
determine whether any one of the partners has the authority to introduce and implement its operating

4

Financial accounting standards use the generic term "control" for what is denoted as "financial control" in
this chapter.
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Box 4.1 The Life Cycle Impact of Biofuels
In some cases, biofuels can be derived from sources that have significant embodied energy or other
environmental consequences. For example, ethanol derived from a crop that requires significant
petrochemical inputs such as fertilizers and pesticides. This can vary widely depending on the fuel
crop, the region and the growing practices. While this is a distinct issue from the question of how to
treat biogenic carbon sources, it is an important one nonetheless. Like coal mining and oil refining,
upstream emissions from these sources could be considered Scope 3 within the protocol. Guidance
on lifecycle assessments is beyond the scope of this Protocol. However, local governments are
encouraged to consider the upstream emissions from the specific source of biofuels in making
decisions about the use of those fuels.
The State of California recently adopted a Low-Carbon Fuel Standard. This standard will spark
research to into the efficacy of low-carbon fuels, including biofuels. This anticipated research should
greatly improve local governments' ability to make informed decisions about the GHG benefits of
biofuels, and should advance the quantification of GHG associated with fuel combustion. More
information about California's Low-Carbon Fuel Standard is available at:
http://www.energy.ca.gov/low carbon fuel standard/.
Note that the distinction of emissions from biomass combustion applies only to CO2 and not to CH4 and
N2O, which are also emitted from biomass combustion. Unlike CO2 emissions, CH4 and N2O emitted from
biomass combustion are not of a biogenic origin. This is because no CH4 or N2O would have been
produced had the biomass naturally decomposed. It is only the combustion of the biomass that caused
these emissions to be produced. Therefore, CH4 and N2O emissions from biomass combustion should be
considered part of your Scope 1 emissions and should not be tracked separately from your other CH4 and
N2O emissions.
Biogenic CO2 emissions from biomass combustion should be reported as an Information Item in your
Standard Inventory Report. See Chapter 13 for more information.

4.6 Scope 3 Emissions
In addition to the Scope 1 and 2 emission sources, a number of additional emission sources of potential
policy relevance to local government operations can be measured and reported. These include emission
sources related to local government operations, but for which local governments do not have financial or
operational control.
Scope 3 emissions include all other indirect emissions not covered in Scope 2, such as emissions resulting
from the extraction and production of purchased materials and fuels, transport-related activities in
vehicles not owned or controlled by the local government (e.g., employee commuting and business
travel), outsourced activities, waste disposal, etc.
Local governments are encouraged to identify and measure all Scope 3 emission sources to the extent
possible. While reporting of Scope 3 emissions is considered optional, doing so provides an opportunity
for innovation in GHG management. Local governments may want to focus on accounting for and
reporting those activities that are relevant to their GHG programs and goals, and for which they have
reliable information. Scope 3 sources that are particularly relevant for local governments and that many
local governments have been estimating to date include:
•
•
•

Emissions from waste generated by government operations, but disposed of outside its organizational
boundary;
Emissions from employee commuting; and
Emissions from employee business travel.
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Chapter 12 Scope 3 Emission Sources
In addition to the Scope 1 and 2 emission sources described in the previous chapters, a number of
additional emission sources of potential policy relevance to local government operations can be measured
and analyzed. These include emission sources related to local government operations, but over which
local governments do not have clear operational or financial control.
Scope 3 emissions include all other indirect emissions not covered in Scope 2, such as emissions from
waste generated by local government operations (if your local government does not own the landfill
where waste is being sent), emissions resulting from the extraction and production of purchased
materials and fuels, transport-related activities in vehicles not owned or controlled by the reporting entity
(e.g., employee commuting and business travel), outsourced activities, etc.
Local governments are encouraged to identify and measure all Scope 3 emission sources to the extent
possible. Reporting of Scope 3 emission sources is optional, though individual programmatic reporting
requirements may specify a subset of Scope 3 emissions for inclusion in reporting.
Remember, it is possible that the same Scope 3 emissions may be reported as Scope 3 emissions by
more than one entity. For example, both a local government and a landfill operator who outsources
waste hauling may choose to report the emissions associated with transporting waste from its point of
generation to the landfill as Scope 3 emissions. For this reason, Scope 3 emissions should never be
summed across entities or mixed with Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions.

12.1 Assessing the Relevance of Optional Emission Sources
While reporting of Scope 3 emissions is considered optional, doing so provides an opportunity for
innovation in GHG management. Local governments should focus on accounting for and reporting those
activities that are relevant to their GHG programs and goals, and for which they have reliable information.
Since you have discretion over which categories you choose to report, Scope 3 may not lend itself well to
comparisons across local governments.
And while data availability and reliability may influence which Scope 3 activities are included in the
inventory, it is accepted that data accuracy may be lower than Scope 1 and Scope 2 data. It may be
more important to understand the relative magnitude of and possible changes to Scope 3 activities.
Emission estimates are acceptable as long as there is transparency with regard to the estimation
approach, and the data used for the analysis are adequate to support the objectives of the inventory.
You might consider the following questions to determine what Scope 3 emission sources are most
relevant to your local government:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Is the emission-causing activity large (or believed to be large) relative to your Scope 1 and Scope 2
emissions?
Is the emission-causing activity crucial to the core services of a local government?
Do your stakeholders - for example, citizens, your city council, local businesses, or your staff - believe
that it is important to account for particular emission-causing activities?
Can you reduce or mitigate some of these emissions? For example, emissions from employee
business travel and commuting may represent a large source of emissions that the local government
may be able to influence through travel policies and incentive programs.
Do you now outsource an activity that was previously categorized as Scope 1? If so, it may be
relevant to report the outsourced activity as a Scope 3 emission source.
Are you able to find reliable data for the activity? The data for Scope 3 emissions often are less
accurate and reliable than those for Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions. In fact, the data's availability
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and reliability may determine whether or not you decide to include some Scope 3 emission sources in
your inventory.

12.2 Potential Emission Sources
Below are examples of local government Scope 3 emission sources. Note that some of these activities will
be included under scope 1 if the pertinent emission sources are owned or controlled by the local
government (e.g., if the local government owns or controls a waste disposal facility, the emissions from
waste disposal should be accounted for as Scope 1 emissions). To determine if an activity falls within
Scope 1 or Scope 3, refer to the selected control approach (operational or financial) used in setting your
organizational boundaries.
While some guidance is provided below, this Protocol does not currently include detailed calculation
methodologies for all Scope 3 emissions - local governments interested in computing their Scope 3
emissions are referred to the WRI/WBCSD GHG Protocol calculation tools and calculation guidance
(available at www.ghgprotocol.org). Local governments seeking to represent emission reductions from
Scope 3 emission sources relative to a base year emissions inventory must ensure that those Scope 3
emissions were reported in the base year inventory.

12.2.1 Transportation Related Sources
Employee Commute
Emissions associated with the travel of employees to and from work in personal vehicles not owned and
operated by the local government are classified as Scope 3 emissions. Local governments can often
influence these emissions through various programs (e.g., carpools, telecommute options, flex schedule
options) despite not having direct control over them.
Local governments can calculate energy use and emissions associated with employee travel to and from
work by first conducting a survey of all employees regarding commute distance, mode and frequency. A
similar emissions quantification methodology to that described in Chapter 7 should be used for estimating
emissions associated with employee commuting.
Employee Business Travel
Emissions associated with government employees traveling on behalf of the local government in vehicles
that are not owned or maintained by the local government are considered Scope 3 emissions. This
includes emissions associated with personal and rented vehicles, mass transit, marine and air travel. In
some cases local governments may determine that employee air travel while on government business, for
example, constitutes a significant source of local government emissions and should be reported separate
from but in addition to other government operations emissions.
Local governments can calculate energy use and emissions associated with employee business travel by
establishing a mechanism for tracking travel distance and mode for all business-related travel. A similar
emissions quantification methodology to that described in Chapter 7 should be used for estimating
emissions associated with employee business travel.
Emissions from Contracted Services
Local governments frequently contract provision of services to other organizations. These contracted
services are then provided using facilities, vehicles, etc. outside of the operational control of the local
government, and therefore are not included as Scope 1 or 2 emission sources. While the range of
contracted services can vary widely among local governments (e.g., waste hauling, water treatment, bus
systems, fire services), contract mechanisms are often available enabling some degree of influence by the
local government on associated GHG emissions.
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Local governments should consider the following questions in deciding whether or not to measure and
report GHG emissions from contracted services:
•
•

•

Is the service provided by the contractor a service which is normally provided by local government? If
so, consider including these emissions to allow accurate comparison with other local governments.
In any previous emissions inventory, was the contracted service provided by the local government
and therefore included in the earlier inventory? If so, consider including these emissions to allow an
accurate comparison to the historical base year inventory.
Are the emissions resulting from the contractor a source over which the local government exerts
significant influence? If so, consider including these emissions in order to provide the most policy
relevant emissions information.

Gathering data associated with contractor services can often be difficult, but this can be facilitated
through reporting requirements integrated with local government contracts. Quantification methodologies
described in previous chapters should be used to estimate emissions associated with contracted services.

12.2.2 Supply Chain Sources
Upstream Production of Materials and Fuels
Upstream activities associated with, for example, the mining, extraction, refining, manufacturing, and
production of materials, fuels and electricity consumed by or associated with activities of the local
government are classified as Scope 3 emission sources from the perspective of the local government.
This includes purchased materials and fuels.29
While it is often difficult to gather data related to these upstream emissions, evolving science and data
availability will make this increasingly possible. In each case, consider whether the quantification
methodologies described in the chapters above could be useful in estimating emissions.
Upstream and Downstream Transportation of Materials and Fuels
Both up and down the supply chain, materials and fuels related to current local government operational
activities require transportation between each element of the supply chain. When these transportation
impacts occur outside of vehicles owned and operated by the local government, as is usually the case,
associated emissions are classified as Scope 3 from the perspective of the local government.
While it is often difficult to gather data related to these upstream and downstream transportation
emissions, evolving science and data availability will make this increasingly possible. A similar emissions
quantification methodology to that described in Chapter 7 should be used for estimating emissions
associated with upstream and downstream transportation of materials and fuels.
Waste Related Scope 3 Emission Sources
If the local government does not own or operate the solid waste facility where its waste is disposed of,
the emissions associated with the decomposition of waste produced directly or indirectly by government
operations activities are classified as Scope 3 emissions sources. Chapter 9 provides guidance on how to
estimate the fugitive emissions from waste if you own or operate a landfill; this guidance may be helpful
to local governments in their efforts to estimate Scope 3 emissions from waste.

29

"Purchased materials and fuels" is defined as material or fuel that is purchased or otherwise brought
into the organizational boundary of the local government.
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California Local Governments and AB 32
Because of ARB's statewide GHG inventory efforts under AB 32, there is a wealth of data available
to California local governments about the estimated CH4 emissions from landfills within the state. If
you local government does not own or operate the landfill where you send your waste, you can use
this information to estimate your Scope 3 waste-related emissions.
The California Integrated Waste Management Board also has data available regarding waste
characterization and waste-in-place in the state's landfills.
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